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Denudation and landslides in coastal mountain watersheds: 10,000 years of erosion

Richard H. Guthrie, Nanaimo, Kendrick J. Brown, Copenhagen

1 Introduction

Landslides are primary denuders of the landscape since they directly transport sediment from upslope sources to both stream networks and lower more stable positions. Precipitation and earthquake triggered landslides in coastal British Columbia, Canada, annually erode the surrounding landscape concurrent with other dynamic modes of erosion such as stream incision and runoff. Here, we present a conceptual model of landslide-induced denudation for coastal mountain watersheds spanning 10,000 years of environmental change. Given that climate has varied substantially during the Holocene from warm-dry to cool-wet, the model fosters important insight into the interaction between climate and landslide-induced denudation. Further, the model considers recent and deleterious anthropogenic activity, mainly logging, and provides a framework by which human-induced denudation rates can be contrasted to those of the Holocene.

Setting. Vancouver Island is located off the southwest coast of British Columbia, Canada (Figure 1). The island is comprised of 31,788 km² of highly variable terrain, with the interior of the island containing the steep and rugged volcanic and intrusive Vancouver Island Ranges (Guthrie 2005a; Massey et al. 2003a, 2003b; Yorath & Nasmith 1995). The largest mountain peaks attain elevations of c. 2,200 m. Average annual precipitation varies longitudinally across the island, with eastern rain shadow areas receiving as little as 700 mm of annual rainfall compared to >3,500 mm of rainfall on the oceanic west coast (Environment Canada 1993, 2007). The moist and mild climate supports widespread temperate rainforest in the lowlands. At high elevations, cooler temperatures coincide with alpine forest and tundra.

The island is located near the surface trace of the Cascadia subduction zone and is tectonically active (Adams 1984; Clague & James 2002; Dragert 1987). At least two earthquakes of sufficient magnitude to cause landslides occurred in the last century (Cassidy et al. 1988; Keefer 1984; Mathews 1979; Rogers 1980). Further, on a longer (semi-millenial) timescale, Vancouver Island is subject to large earthquakes of >8 magnitude (Atwater 1987; Leonard et al. 2004; Satake 1995). In addition to tectonic activity, Vancouver Island has been significantly modified by Pleistocene glaciation (Clague & James 2002; Ryder & Clague 1989), resulting in steep U-shaped valleys in the mountainous regions. On the mid and lower slopes, till and glacioluvial deposits blanket the landscape. Subsequent post-glacial erosion and denudation has fostered the development of widespread shallow colluvium.

The aforementioned geologic, physiographic, climatic and tectonic regimes of Vancouver Island have combined to produce a steep, youthful terrain that is generally prone to mass wasting. Landslide types typical to Vancouver Island include slides, slumps, flows, falls and topples in debris and rock according to the Varnes (1978) classification. Debris slides and flows (Figure 2A) are most common and almost 20 times more frequent than rock falls in the forested areas (Guthrie 2005b). Debris slides and flows are defined as extremely rapid, shallow mass movements of unconsolidated material that usually begin as translational failures. These movements typically break up as velocity or water content increases, ultimately forming an avalanche (dry) or flow (wet). Herein, the term «landslide» refers to events of this category. Channelized debris flows (CDFs) occur when a debris flow enters a confined channel. CDFs usually travel considerable distances and are common in coastal British Columbia (Figure 2B). It is likely that CDFs are under-represented in air photograph interpretations as smaller events of this type tend to have a short persistence time in the landscape. There is not always a clear and objective distinction between channelized and unchannelized events and they are undifferentiated in the following discussions. Finally, rock falls constitute an extremely rapid displacement of rock from a steep surface, usually characterized by some component of falling through the air, bouncing and/or rolling of material. Rock falls often break up on impact and continue down slope with fluid behaviour, typically referred to as an avalanche or sturstrom. Rock falls range in size from small (<1 m³) to large (>1 Mm³), with the largest rock fall avalanches initiating in the alpine zone (Guthrie 2005b).

Glaciers retreated rapidly at the end of the Pleistocene on Vancouver Island, with most upland areas free of ice by 13,000 radiocarbon years before present (14C y BP; Alley & Chatwin 1979). At this time, the combination of isostatic uplift, exposed bedrock, uncon-
solidated surface sediments and relatively sparse vegetation allude to a landscape that was likely similar to the present day alpine zone in terms of landslide potential. Guthrie (2005b) indicates that the modern alpine zone produces approximately 4 times as many landslides as the wet west coast of Vancouver Island, including a larger number of rock falls and avalanches. Large events such as rock fall-avalanches were likely more common around 13,000 14C y BP as the newly debuttressed landscape sought to establish equilibrium.

Overwhelming evidence reveals that Vancouver Island was ice free, vegetated and dry by 11,700 calendar years before present (y BP), following a rapid rise in temperature (Alley & Chatwin 1979; Brown et al. 2006; Carlson 1979; Hay et al. 2007; Herbda 1983). Following the warm-dry xerothermic interval (11,700-7,000 y BP), an increase in precipitation coincides with the start of the wetter mesothermic interval (7,000-4,000 y BP). At this time, western hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla) expanded on the island and the vegetated landscape began to resemble that of today. During the last several millennia, precipitation has remained relatively stable. Consequently, it is possible to surmise that the type and form of landslides throughout the Holocene were similar to those of present-day, namely precipitation-induced debris slides and debris flows (Figures 2 and 3) with rock falls playing a less significant role. It is also conceivable that large rock fall-avalanches were relatively inconsequential in the geomorphological development of the post-glacial landscape as they occurred too infrequently below 800 m (Guthrie & Evans 2007).

2 Methods
2.1 Determining Holocene landslide rates
Previously, a landslide potential map of Vancouver Island divided the island into four major categories based predominantly on the slope and climatic regime (Table 1, Guthrie 2005b; Guthrie & Evans 2005). The four categories are described as follows:

Zone I – The wet west coast, characterized by steep fjords, densely vegetated terrain and high precipitation falling as rain in winter months (>2600 mm y⁻¹). Landslides are typically debris slides and flows.

Zone II – The moderately wet central island, characterized by steep terrain, densely vegetated with
Exposed small outcrops, precipitation between 1600-2600 mm·y⁻¹ falling mostly in winter months. Landslides are typically debris slides and flows with minor numbers of rock falls.

Zone III – The moderately dry east coast, characterized by more exposed bedrock and lower rainfall (<1600 mm·y⁻¹), increased urbanization and rural development and shallower slope gradients. One quarter of all landslides identified were rock falls.

Zone IV – The alpine zone, characterized by high elevation steep cliffs and plateaus, exposed bedrock, ponded water, steep gorges and sparse vegetation, most of the precipitation falling as snow in the winter months. Landslides commonly include rock falls, rock avalanches, debris slides and debris flows and regularly result in the accumulation of coalescing talus slopes. Snow avalanches are similarly common and often related to land instability.

Consistent differentiation of landslides in the alpine zone is problematic due to their relatively high frequency and overlapping distribution. Through time, however, the frequency of landslides in the alpine zone is likely to fluctuate in response to changing biogeo-climatic conditions. For example, during the Little Ice Age, a drop in temperature of about 1 °C caused alpine glaciers on Vancouver Island to advance several hundred meters in mountain valleys (Lewis & Smith 2004; Smith & Laroque 1996). Fewer landslides are expected when slope walls are buttressed by ice, even if there is an increase in glacial erosion, whereas during and after glacial retreat the number of landslides is likely to increase as over-steepened, eroded and weathered slopes become exposed. Ultimately, however, the variability in climate related landslide potential is expected to be minor in the alpine zone compared to the overall high incidence of landslides that characterize this steep and sparsely vegetated zone.

In contrast to the alpine zone, the three non-alpine landslide zones I-III (Figure 1), appear to be highly sensitive to changes in climate, particularly precipitation (Guthrie 2005b). The Holocene climate for Vancouver Island has been established using vegetation records and climate transfer functions (Figure 3, Alley & Chatwin 1979; Brown et al. 2006; Brown & Hebda 2002a; Carlson 1979; Hay et al. 2007; Hebda 1983; Hebda & Rouse 1979). Brown et al. (2006) used a vegetative index that compared the proportional distribution of coastal Douglas-fir and coastal western hemlock to quantify temporal changes in Holocene precipitation for the southern part of Vancouver Island. The results yielded precipitation isopleths in 1000 year intervals for the Holocene and showed that overall, temporal changes in precipitation were generally subtle, though a notable increase in precipitation is observed at the end of the Holocene dry period.

In the development of a conceptual mass wasting model, we incorporated the strong direct linkage between the incidence of landslides and precipitation (Guthrie 2005b). Present-day precipitation isopleths were overlain on the mass wasting zones of Guthrie (2005b), revealing that the precipitation isopleths are in broad agreement with the mass wasting map (Figure 4). Subsequently, each 1000 year interval was assigned an ordinal category of either drier...
than present, modern (similar to present), or wetter than present based on the variability of precipitation compared to present-day. The mass wasting potential maps for the wet and dry climatic intervals (Figure 5) were established by shifting zones I-III in proportion to the modelled climatic changes, calibrated against the modern analog and taking into account elevation effects. Landslide frequencies were then estimated using the established rates for each zone (Table 1). As previously discussed, the alpine zone was excluded from the analysis. In addition, a physiographic region of low relief and low gradients on the east side of Vancouver Island, the Nanaimo Lowlands, was also excluded since it generally does not contain unstable terrain.

2.2 Determining 20th century landslide rates

Recent logging and road building have significantly altered landslide frequencies in coastal British Columbia, with reported increases ranging between 3-34 times the modern natural rates (Chatwin 2005; Guthrie 2002; Guthrie 2005b; Jakob 2000; Jordan 2003; Rood 1984; Schwab 1983). In addition to directly removing forest cover and changing the hydrologic regime, secondary forest harvest activities such as road building can also intercept, concentrate and reroute water to new locations on the hill slope. Guthrie (2005b) suggests that an order of magnitude increase in landslide frequencies reasonably reflects the impact of logging.

Widespread commercial logging began on Vancouver Island at the onset of the 20th century and continues today. The rate of logging was established using forest cover maps during two 50-year periods. To determine a landslide frequency that accounts for logging, the natural landslide rates were calculated to incorporate the accumulated area logged each year. Harvested cut-blocks were given a hydrologic recovery time of 25 years, representing the time required for a new forest to establish and exceed 10 m in height. Recovery was limited to 90% of the harvest to account for residual hazards. The total harvested area was subtracted from the unlogged area for each year in each zone, and the frequencies calculated by increasing the numbers of landslides in the area harvested by an order of magni-

---

**Fig. 3:** A calendar year schematic of vegetation and climate development on Vancouver Island during the Holocene

Ein Kalenderjahresschema der Vegetations- und klimatischen Entwicklung auf Vancouver Island während des Holozäns

Schéma du développement annuel de la végétation et du climat de l’Ile de Vancouver durant l’Holocène

Source: Alley & Chatwin 1979; Brown et al. 2006; Brown & Hebda 2002a; Carlson 1979; Hay et al. 2007; Hebda 1983; Hebda & Rouse 1979
Tab. 1: Natural landslide frequency tables for zones I-III

Note that the frequency relates to a long term average, the actual failures are typically clustered in both time and space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>Natural landslide frequency (#/km²·y⁻¹)</th>
<th>Area required for 1 landslide per year (km²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Guthrie 2005b; Guthrie & Evans 2005

3 Results and discussion

3.1 10,000 years of denudation

A conceptual model of primary denudation for Vancouver Island over the last 10,000 years is realized by compiling the 1000 year mass wasting potential maps (Table 2, Figure 6). During the early Holocene dry period, the landslide rate for the entire island below the alpine zone (approximately 26,497 km²) was 121 landslides·y⁻¹ or an average of 0.005 landslides·y⁻¹·km⁻². This rate increased considerably to approximately 221 landslides·y⁻¹ (0.008 landslides·y⁻¹·km⁻²) during the warm wet mesothermic interval. Thereafter, the rate declined slightly during the late Holocene to about 191 landslides·y⁻¹·km⁻².
Klima-Typen: verschiedenen regimes, climatiques, de trockenes Zonen der alpine zone

Dark grey indicates zone I, zone II is medium grey and zone III light grey. Excluded from landslide calculations are the alpine zone (white) and the flat Nanaimo Lowlands (white).

Zonen der potentiellen Erdmassenbewegungen in verschiedenen Klima-Typen; ein feuchtes Klima während des mittleren Holozäns, gegenwärtiges Klima und trockenes Klima während des frühen Holozäns

Zones de mouvements de masses potentiels pour différents régimes climatiques, y compris un régime plus humide présent au milieu de l’Holocène, un climat moderne et un climat plus sec présent au début de l’Holocène

Cartography: R.H. Guthrie

landslides·y⁻¹ (0.007 landslides·y⁻¹·km⁻²). It should be noted that the landslide frequency in the wet millennia may be slightly underestimated on the outer west coast of Vancouver Island as there is no analog with which to increase the frequency of the outer portion of Zone I for wetter conditions.

3.2 The influence of humans

Earliest records of humans on Vancouver Island date back to approximately 8000 y BP (Carlson 1979; Hebda 1983). About 2000 years ago, people started to modify the landscape through burning, as evidenced by an increase in fossil charcoal (Brown & Hebda 2002b). The activities of these early people on landslide potential was likely negligible. A more pronounced impact by people, particularly on steep slopes, is clearly evident during the last 100 years as a result of human-induced landscape modification. Approximately 56% of Vancouver Island has been altered in some way by agricultural activity, urbanization or logging. As the most prominent, logging has been both widespread and extensive, with some plantations in their third rotation. As a consequence of these activities, much of the remaining old growth forest is located in protected parks and reserves as well as in other areas with uneconomic timber. At high elevation, some old growth forest remains in areas with difficult access, typically on slopes steeper than 30°.

By 50 years ago, the island wide total landslide rate was an estimated 303 landslides·y⁻¹, with the rate increasing to modern levels of about 402 landslides·y⁻¹ or 0.015 landslides·y⁻¹·km⁻². These figures reveal that the average landslide rate (below the alpine zone) in the last 50 years is close to twice the highest average landslide rate in the last 10,000 years. Thus, the impact of modern human action, such as logging, must be recognised as having a significant, and perhaps deleterious, affect that may exceed all previous variation in natural landslide rates.

Given the nature of the human impact compared to past climatic shifts, one can argue that an improvement in logging practices is perhaps the single most effective way to adapt to any future climate change scenarios.

3.3 Sediment yield

Magnitude-frequency characteristics of debris slides and debris flows on Vancouver Island were derived previously (Guthrie 2005b; Guthrie & Evans 2004, 2005), enabling an estimation of the total landslide impact in terms of area affected and volume of sediment delivered. The mean total area of debris slides and debris flows is about 9,500 m² on Vancouver Island, though ranging between 7,500-11,500 m². Guthrie & Evans (2004) determined a conserva-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Climatic regime</th>
<th>Millennia before present</th>
<th>Landslide frequency (#·km²·y⁻¹)</th>
<th>Total annual landslide count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drier</td>
<td>8-10</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern</td>
<td>0-3.7</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetter</td>
<td>4-6</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human influence</td>
<td>99-50</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human influence</td>
<td>0-49</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>402</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 2: Estimated average annual landslide frequency for Vancouver Island below the alpine zone

Geschätzter jährlicher Durchschnitt der Hangrutschungshäufigkeit auf Vancouver Island unterhalb der alpinen Zone

Fréquence moyenne annuelle estimée des glissements de terrain pour l’île de Vancouver en dessous de la zone alpine

tive estimate of volume for shallow debris slides and debris flows:

\[ V = 0.1549A^{1.905} \]

where \( V \) = landslide volume in m³ and \( A \) = total area in m².

Multiplying the annual frequency by the mean total area and volume, and summing over the last 10,000 years yields a total of \( 1.75 \times 10^9 \) m³ and \( 6.2 \times 10^9 \) m³ respectively, approximately \( 1.2 \times 10^9 \) m³ of material eroded from the slopes in the last 100 years alone. Further, a total of 9,385 km² on Vancouver Island is susceptible to landslides, given that 37% of Vancouver Island is designated as having landslide potential (Guthrie 2005b). An estimate of total down-wasting by landslides can be calculated by dividing the total estimated volume by the area available for landslide initiation, yielding 0.7 m of down-wasting on the steep slopes of Vancouver Island during the past 10,000 years. The reader is reminded, however, that this is an averaged result, and that the landscape will erode preferentially on steep sites with sufficient available sediment.

4 Conclusions

Landslides in coastal British Columbia are dominated by precipitation-induced shallow debris slides and flows. These events are responsible for much of the primary erosion by slope failure and play a significant role in shaping the landscape by transporting sediment from upslope sources to lower more stable positions or into stream networks where the material can be removed.

Landslide frequencies were estimated for the past 10,000 years on Vancouver Island by examining climatic shifts in the vegetative record and, using modern conditions and associated frequencies as an analog, comparing those shifts to expected changes in landslide potential. The results suggest an initially low incidence of landslides in the early Holocene, followed by a substantial increase in landslide frequency between the Holocene dry period and the warm wet mesothermic interval in the mid Holocene. Thereafter, there is a slight reduction in landslide frequency at 3000 y BP after which landslide frequency remains relatively constant until recent human action drastically altered the landslide regime. Landslide rates varied between 0.005-0.008 landslides·y⁻¹·km⁻² during that time.

The impact of logging during the last 100 years is unambiguous as landslide frequency increased to 0.015 landslides·y⁻¹·km⁻². This increase reveals that the impact of logging outpaces that of climatic change. Thus, improving logging practices will help offset any potential increase in landslide incidence induced by climate change.

Based on a mean landslide size it is estimated that debris slides and flows eroded an average of 0.7 m·m⁻³ across the Vancouver Island during the last 10,000 years.
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Fig. 6: Annual average landslide count for Vancouver Island below the alpine zone (below about 800 m) over a 10,000 year period

Anzahl der durchschnittlichen, jährlichen Hangrutschungen auf Vancouver Island unterhalb der alpinen Zone (unterhalb von 800 m) während 10'000 Jahren

Nombre moyen de glissements de terrain pour l'Île de Vancouver en dessous de la zone alpine (moins de 800 m) depuis 10'000 ans
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**Summary: Denudation and landslides in coastal mountain watersheds: 10,000 years of erosion**

A conceptual model of landslide-induced denudation for coastal mountain watersheds spanning 10,000 years of environmental change is presented. The model uses a constructed paleo-climate based on vegetation records and an established relationship between landslide frequencies and precipitation. Landslide frequencies are determined for the early warm dry Holocene, the warm wet middle Holocene and modern climates. Average landslide rates vary between 0.005 landslides·y⁻¹·km⁻² and 0.008 landslides·y⁻¹·km⁻². Recent human impacts
are calculated by recalculating landslide frequencies for logged areas in the 20th century. The impact of logging during the last 100 years is unambiguous as landslide frequency increased to 0.015 landslides·y⁻¹·km⁻². This suggests that the impact of logging outpaces that of climatic change. It is estimated that debris slides and flows eroded an average of 0.7 m·m⁻² across Vancouver Island during the last 10,000 years.

Keywords: landslide, climate change, Holocene, denudation, erosion

Zusammenfassung: Flächenhafte Erosion (Denudation) und Hangrutschungen in einem küstennahen bergigen Einzugsgebiet: 10'000 Jahre Erosion

Vorgestellt wird ein sich über 10'000 Jahre erstreckendes konzeptionelles Modell der flächenhaften Erosion (Denudation), die durch Hangrutschungen in küstennahen bergigen Gebieten induziert wurde und durch Umwelteinflüsse geprägt ist. Das Modell benutzt ein erstelltes Paleo-Klima, das auf Vegetationsaufnahmen und der Beziehung zwischen Häufigkeit der Hangrutschungen und Niederschlag beruht. Die Hangrutschungshäufigkeiten werden für das frühe warme und aride Holozän, das warm-feuchte mittlere Holozän und das gegenwärtige Klima berechnet. Die mittleren Hangrutschungsraten variieren zwischen 0.005 Rutschungen·J⁻¹·km⁻² und 0.008 Rutschungen·J⁻¹·km⁻². Die menschlichen Einflüsse werden durch Berechnungen von Hangrutschungshäufigkeiten im 20. Jh. in Gebieten ermittelt, in welchen die Rutschungen protokolliert worden sind. Die Auswirkungen des Abholzens während der letzten 100 Jahre sind offensichtlich, da die Hangrutschungshäufigkeit auf 0.015 Rutschungen·J⁻¹·km⁻² angestiegen ist. Daraus kann geschlossen werden, dass die Auswirkungen des Abholzens gravierender sind als die der Klimaveränderung. Es wird geschätzt, dass Schuttrutschungen und Muren in den letzten 10'000 Jahren im Durchschnitt 0.7 m·m⁻², über ganz Vancouver Island verteilt, erodierten.

Schlüsselwörter: Massenbewegung, Klimawandel, Holozän, Abtragung, Erosion

Résumé: Dénudation et glissements de terrain dans les bassins versants montagneux côtiers: 10'000 ans d'érosion

L'article présente un modèle conceptuel se rapportant à la dénudation induite par les glissements de terrain des bassins versants côtiers sur une période de 10'000 ans soumise aux changements environnementaux. Le modèle est fondé sur la construction d’un paléo-climat établi sur la base de relevés de végétation et sur une relation établie entre la fréquence des glissements de terrain et les précipitations. La fréquence des glissements est déterminée pour la première période chaude et sèche de l’Holocène, pour la période humide du milieu de l’Holocène et pour le climat actuel. Les taux moyens varient entre 0,005 et 0,008 glissements par an et par km². Les impacts récents liés à l’action humaine sont calculés en prenant en compte la fréquence des glissements de terrain sur des surfaces dénudées au XXème siècle. L’impact de la dénudation durant les 100 dernières années est indéniable, dans la mesure où la fréquence des glissements atteint 0,015 glissements par an et par km², ce qui suggère que l’impact de la dénudation est supérieur à celui du changement climatique. Il est estimé que les glissements ont érodé en moyenne 0,7 m·m⁻² sur l’île de Vancouver durant les 10'000 dernières années.

Mots-clés: glissements de terrain, changement climatique, Holocène, dénudation, érosion
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